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Abstract 
The Internet’s excellent scalability and   result in part from the end-to-end nature of Internet congestion control 
technique. End-to-end congestion control algorithms alone yare ineffective to forbid the congestion crash and inequity 
created by applications that are insusceptible to network congestion. To handle these troubles, we aim and looking to a 
novel congestion-avoidance mechanism called Congestion Free Router (CFR). CFR means the exchange of feedback 
between routers at the borders of a network in order to observe and limit insusceptible traffic flows before they enter 
the network, thereby forbidding congestion within the network. The primal philosophy behind the Internet is conveyed 
by the scalability statement no protocol, mechanism, or service should be brought in into the Internet if it does not scale 
well. A key inference to the scalability statement is the end-to-end statement to preserves scalability; algorithmic 
complication should be forced to the border of the network whenever possible. 
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1. Introduction 

In data networking and queuing theory, network congestion occurs when a link or node is carrying so 
much data that its quality of service deteriorates. Typical effects include delay, packet or the blocking of 
new connections. A consequence of these latter two is that incremental increases in offered load lead either 
only to small increase in network throughput, or to an actual reduction in network throughput. Network 
protocols which use aggressive retransmissions to compensate for packet loss tend to keep systems in a 
state of network congestion even after the initial load has been reduced to a level which would not normally 
have induced network congestion. Thus, networks using these protocols can exhibit two stable states under 
the same level of load. The stable state with low throughput is known as congestive collapse. Modern 
networks use congestion control and congestion avoidance techniques to try to avoid congestion collapse. 
These include: exponential back off in protocols such as 802.11's CSMA/CA and the 
original Ethernet, window reduction in TCP, and fair queuing in devices such as routers. Another method to 
avoid the negative effects of network congestion is implementing priority schemes, so that some packets 
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are transmitted with higher priority than others. Priority schemes do not solve network congestion by 
themselves, but they help to alleviate the effects of congestion for some services. An example of this 
is 802.1. A third method to avoid network congestion is the explicit allocation of network resources to 
specific flows. One example of this is the use of Contention-Free Transmission Opportunities (CFTXOPs) 
in the ITU-T G.hn standard, which provides high-speed (up to 1 Gbit/s) Local area networking over 
existing home wires (power lines, phone lines and coaxial cables).[10] 

 

2. Congestion Techniques 

To treat the illnesses of congestion crash we bring in and look into a novel Internet traffic insure protocol 
called Congestion Free Router (CFR). The basic rule of CFR is to comparing, at the edges of a network, 
the place at which packets of each application flow are getting in and getting out the network. When a 
flow’s packets are getting in the network quicker than they are getting out, then the network is probably 
buffering or, worse even, disposing the flow’s packets. This patrolling forbids congestion crash of 
undelivered packets, because unsusceptible flow’s other than undeliverable packets not get into the network 
in the beginning spot. Although CFR is able of keeping congestion crash and improving the fairness of 
bandwidth allotments, these betterments don’t happen for free. CFR resolves these troubles at the expense 
from few extra network complications, because routers at the edges of the network are awaited to supervise 
and see the places of single flows in CFR. CFR also brings in contributed communication overhead, since it 
is ready for an external edge to recognize the place at which its packets are getting out the network; it must 
switch over feedback with other edge routers. 

 

3. System Architecture 

ORGIN MODULE 
       The task of this Module is to send the packet to the InRouter router. 
INROUTER ROUTER MODULE 
        An edge router controlling on a flow going into a network is called an InRouter router. 
ROUTER MODULE 
 The task of this Module is to have the packet from the InRouter router and send out to the OutRouter 
router. 
OUTROUTER ROUTER MODULE 
      An edge router controlling on a flow exceeding out of a network is called an OutRouter router 
DESTINATION MODULE 
    The task of this Module is to have the packet from the OutRouter router and stored in a file in the 
Destination machine. 
Data Flow Diagram 
The DFD is planned to assist communication. 
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4. Implementation 

The illnesses of congestion crash from rescue packets and from unfair bandwidth allotments have not 

become unrecognized. Some have indicated that there are social incentives for multimedia apps to be 

favourable to the network, later an app would not desire to be maintained responsible for outturn abjection 

in the Internet. However, unsusceptible UDP flows are getting troubling frequent in the Internet, and they 

are an example that the Internet can’t trust only on social bonuses to see congestion or to function 

reasonably. 

Some have indicated that congestion crash and unfairness can be extenuated by the usage of improved 

packet programming or waiting management mechanises in network routers.  

 

Consider the above example in Fig. 1. In this example, two unsusceptible flows (flow A and flow B) 

compete for bandwidth in a network holding two bottleneck links (- and -) interceded by a reasonable 

waiting mechanism at routers and, at the beginning bottleneck link (-), reasonable waiting at router assures 

that every flow experiences one-  half of the connections available bandwidth (750 kb/s). On the second 
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bottleneck link (-), a lot of the traffic of flow B is discard able due to the connections determined capacity 

(128 kb/s). Hence, flow-A attains a throughput of 750 kb/s, and flow B attains a throughput of 128 kb/s.  

Distinctly, congestion crash has happened, because flow B’s packets, which at last discarded on the second 

bottleneck link (-), determine the throughput of flow A throughout the first bottleneck link (-). An allotment 

of bandwidth is stated to be globally max-min reasonable if, all connection, all active runs not bottlenecked 

at some other connection are apportioned a uttermost, adequate part of the connections left bandwidth. A 

globally max-min reasonable allotment of bandwidth for the example shown in the Fig. 1 it would be 1.372 

Mb/s for flow A and 128 kb/s for flow B. 

5. Working Aspects of the CFR 

Mechanism 
• The architectural factors, namely, the altered border routers, which must be demonstrate in the 

network 

• The feedback operate algorithm, which decide  how and when data is interchanged among border 
router 

• The rate control algorithm, which utilizes the data contained in feedback packets to determine 
flow transmission place and thereby forbid congestion crash in the network. 

A. Architectural Elements 

The only elements of the network that necessitate change by CFR are border routers; the input interface of 
OutRouter routers must be changed to execute per-flow supervising of bit rates, and the output ports of 
InRouter routers must be altered to execute per-flow place operate. In gain, both the InRouter and the 
OutRouter routers must be altered to interchange and deal CFR feedback packets. 
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B. Feedback Control Algorithm 

The feedback operate algorithm in CFR finds out how and when feedback packets are interchanged 
between border routers. Feedback packets take the phase of ICMP packets and are essential in CFR for 
three reasons.  

• First, forward feedback packets grant OutRouter routers to detect which InRouter routers 
are pretending or behaving as orgins for each of the flows they are supervising. 

•  Second, backward feedback packets grants OutRouter routers to convey per-flow bit 
places to InRouter routers.  

• Third, forward and backward feedback packets grant InRouter routers to discover 
incohate network congestion by supervising edge-to-edge circular-trip times. 
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C. Rate-operate Algorithm 

The CFR rate-operate algorithm determines the place at which every flow is granted to get into the 
network. Its elementary destination is to reportage on a lay of per-flow transmittal rates (here in after called 
InRouter rates) that forbids congestion crash due to rescue packets. It also undertakes to conduct the 
network to a state of maximal connection usage and low router buffer tenancies, and it does this in a mode 
that is alike to TCP. 
 

 
6. Conclusion 

In this project, we have showed a novel congestion-avoidance mechanism for the Internet called CFR and 
an ECSFQ mechanism. Unlike existent Internet congestion operate accesses, which trust exclusively on 
end-to-end control, CFR is capable to forbid congestion crash from undelivered packets. ECSFQ 
accompaniments CFR by furnishing reasonable bandwidth allotments in a core-stateless manner. 

 CFR assures at the edge of the network that each flow’s packets do not get into the network quicker than 
they are capable to get out of it, whereas ECSFQ insures, at the core of the network that flows containing at 
a rate lower than their reasonable share experience no congestion, i.e., less network queuing timelag. This 
grants the transmission rate of all flows to meet to the network reasonable contribution. CFR demands no 
changes to core routers nor to stop the organizations.  
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